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Abstract. We describe two complementary methods to quantify the degree of burial of ligand and/or 
ligand binding site (LBS) in a protein-ligand complex, namely, the ‘cutting plane’ (CP) and the 
‘tangent sphere’ (TS) methods.  To construct the CP and TS, two centroids are required: the protein 
molecular centroid (global centroid, GC), and the LBS centroid (local centroid, LC).  The CP is defined 
as the plane passing through the LBS centroid (LC) and normal to the line passing through the LC and 
the protein molecular centroid (GC).  The “exterior side” of the CP is the side opposite GC. The TS is 
defined as the sphere with center at GC and tangent to the CP at LC.  The percentage of protein atoms 
(a.) inside the TS, and (b.) on the exterior side of the CP, are two complementary measures of ligand or 
LBS burial depth since the latter is directly proportional to (b.) and inversely proportional to (a.).  We 
tested the CP and TS methods using a test set of 67 well characterized protein-ligand structures 
(Laskowski et al., 1996), as well as the theoretical case of an artificial protein in the form of a cubic 
lattice grid of points in the overall shape of a sphere and in which LBS of any depth can be specified.  
Results from both the CP and TS methods agree very well with data reported by Laskowski et al., and 
results from the theoretical case further confirm that that both methods are suitable measures of ligand 
or LBS burial. Prior to this study, there were no such numerical measures of LBS burial available, and 
hence no way to directly and objectively compare LBS depths in different proteins. LBS burial depth is 
an important parameter as it is usually directly related to the amount of conformational change a 
protein undergoes upon ligand binding, and ability to quantify it could allow meaningful comparison of 
protein dynamics and flexibility. 
 
 
Abbreviations:   CP, cutting plane;  TS, tangent sphere; CPM, cutting plane method; TSM, tangent 
sphere method; CPi, CP or CPM index; TSi, TS or TSM index; LBS, ligand binding site; GC, global or 
molecular centroid; LC, local or LBS centroid; lig, ligand; res, residue; sdc, sidechain; PPI, protein-
protein-interaction/s; PLI, protein-ligand interaction/s; PLC, protein-ligand complex   
Keywords:  protein-ligand interactions; ligand burial; ligand binding site burial; protein centroid; cutting plane method; 
tangent sphere method; protein flexibility; protein dynamics         
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1   Introduction 
This work was largely inspired by that of A. Ben-Shimon and M. Eisenstein in 2005. Depth of ligand burial in 
its cognate receptor protein is an important property of the latter biomolecule because it provides an indication 
of protein dynamics: deeply buried ligand binding sites imply a high degree of ligand-induced protein 
conformational change and hence flexibility (Rauh et al., 2004; Andersen et al., 2000).  Several studies have 
tried to catalogue the degree of burial of active sites and have offered some generalizations relating catalytic 
activity with degree of ligand burial (Ben-Shimon et al., 2005).  Other works focus on detecting crevices and 
grooves on protein surfaces, as an indirect way of locating ligand binding sites or active sites (Mitchell et al., 
2001; Kawabata et al., 2007). In protein-protein complexes, on the other hand, the constituent monomers 
oftentimes overlap physically in the bound form, resulting from induced fit mechanism facilitated by 
conformational changes due to protein flexibility (Goh et al., 2004; Bui et al., 2006).  There is a limit to such 
overlap, however: generally, the hydrophobic cores of the individual monomers are very seldom breached 
(Kimura et al., 2001).   To the best of our knowledge, prior to this study there have been no numerical measures 
of LBS burial available that do not depend in protein size (i.e., relative), and hence no way to directly and 
objectively compare LBS depths in different proteins, although various recent works have succeeded to some 
degree (Tan K.P., et al. 2011; Coleman R.G. & Sharp K.A., 2010; Kalidas Y. & Chandra N., 2008; Coleman 
R.G. & Sharp K.A., 2006; Varrazzo D. et al., 2005; Tan K.P. et al., 2013). 
 
Here we describe two complementary computational procedures we call the “cutting plane” and “tangent 
sphere” methods. The two methods are generally applicable to protein-ligand interactions (PLI) when the 
coordinates of residues in the ligand binding site are known, or to protein-protein interactions (PPI) if the 
coordinates of the residues at the PPI interface are known.  In PLI, the methods are used to quantitatively 
determine the degree of burial of ligand binding sites in proteins (present work; see also and Reyes, V.M., 
unpublished [b.]), while in PPI, they may be used to quantitatively determine the degree of physical overlap 
between the monomer partners in the protein complex (Reyes, V.M. (unpublished [c.]).   The ‘cutting plane’ is 
then defined as that normal to the line formed by the global and local centroids, and containing the latter (Figure 
1A). Another name for ‘cutting plane’ is ‘secant plane’ but we shall use the former here. The equations of the 
cutting plane and tangent spheres are derived from the coordinates of LC and GC. From the equation of the CP, 
the percentage of protein atoms on the ‘external side ‘of the CP (side opposite the global centroid, purple area) 
may be calculated exactly and is directly proportional to the degree of burial of the ligand binding site.  
Likewise, from the equation of the TS, the percentage of protein atoms inside the TS (green area) may be 
calculated exactly and is inversely proportional to the degree of burial of the ligand binding site.  The CP and TS 
methods find specific use in a procedure we recently developed regarding the prediction of protein-ligand 
interactions (Reyes, V.M. and Sheth, V.N., 2011;  Reyes, V.M., unpublished [a.]) and protein-protein interaction 
partners (Reyes, V.M. (unpublished [c.]).   
2   Datasets and Methods  
2.1   The Test Sets.   We have used two test sets in this work: (1.) an artificial protein made up of a 3D cubic 
lattice of points (whose edge = 1.5 units) in the overall shape of a sphere of radius 50 units, and  (2.) a set of 67 
representative protein 3D structures used as a dataset in the work of Laskowski et al., 1996.   We decided to 
apply our methods to an artificial protein (above) so that we could study its behavior in as controlled a way as 
possible. 
 
2.1.1  Creating the Artificial Protein.   The artificial protein was a grid of points in 3D space in the shape of a 
sphere with center at the origin and radius 50.0 units (Angstroms).  First a 3D cubic grid of points centered at 
the origin with edges 100 units long (-50.0 ≤ x ≤ 50.0, -50.0 ≤ y ≤ 50.0, -50.0 ≤ z ≤ 50.0) was generated by 
running a Fortran program that employs a set of three nested do loops, one each for generating the x-, the y-, and 
the z-coordinates. The grid of points generated are separated by equal distances of 1.5 Å along the x, y and z 
directions.  Then points lying inside the sphere with equation  
2 2 2 250.0x y z+ + ≤  are collected.  The 
LBS entrance is assumed to be at the ‘north pole’, i.e., at the point (0,0,50) and LBS centroids are assumed to all 
lie along the z- axis from (0,0,50) to (0,0,-50), and equally spaced at a constant separation of 1.0 Å, yielding a 
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total of 101 LBS’s in all (including the one at the origin).  Thus, 101 artificial proteins are created, all in the 
form of a spherical grid of points centered at the origin with radius 50, but differing in the location of their 
LBS’s: the first with LBS at (0,0,50), the shallowest LBS; the second with LBS at (0,0,49), the second 
shallowest LBS; the third with LBS at (0,0,48), the tgird shallowest LBS; …; the 99th with LBS at (0,0,-48), the 
third deepest LBS; the 100th with LBS at (0,0,-49), the second deepest LBS; and the 101th with LBS at (0,0,-
50), the deepest LBS.  These 101 artificial proteins were then analyzed using the CP and TS methods.  ` 
 
2.1.2   The Laskowski Data Set.    This data set is composed of 67 single-chain monomeric enzymes with 
bound ligands, some of which contain single and others multiple bound ligands of various sizes.  These proteins 
together with the ligands they contain are shown in Table 1 of Laskowski, et al., 1996. These proteins were 
selected from the 1995 PDB release based on their E.C. classifications, such that all E.C. numbers are 
represented once, the one with the highest resolution and best R-factor being selected.  Although all are single-
chain, 31 have a single domain, 30 have two domains, five have three and one has four.  These 67 test structures 
contain varying numbers of bound ligands (from none to 11).  Each was down into 1:1 protein-ligand 
complexes.  For example, if the protein P in the structure has 4 different ligands W, X, Y and Z bound, it is 
broken down into four protein-ligand complexes, namely, P-W, P-X, P-Y and P-Z, corresponding to four LBSs. 
Thus, in all, a total of 184 LBS’s were derived from this set of 67 test protein structrues.   It is this set of 184 
LBS’s that we test in this work.    
 
2.2   The ‘Cutting Plane’ Method.   The cutting plane method (together with the tangent sphere method) is 
illustrated in Figure 1A.  From the coordinates of the amino acid residues making up the LBS, the LBS centroid, 
a local centroid (LC), may be calculated.  On the other hand, the protein molecular centroid, the global centroid 
(GC), may be calculated from the PDB coordinate file.  From these two points, the equation of the cutting plane 
in the form Ax + By + Cz + D = 0 may be determined by application of simple vector algebra as follows:    
 
Let the local and the global centroids be the points L(p,q,r) and G(s,t,u). The CP is normal to line segment LG 
and contains L.  Thus vector LG
uuur
 = <s-p, t-q, u-r> is normal to the CP. For any point Q:(x,y,z) on the CP, 
vector LG
uuur
must be normal to vector LQ
uuur
 = <x-p, y-q, z-r>, which means their dot product is zero:  
|LG||LQ|cos90° = 0.   Since LG
uuur
• LQ
uuur
 = (s-p)(x-p) + (t-q)(y-q) + (u-r)(z-r) = 0, we have, upon rearrangement:   
(s-p)x + (t-q)y + (u-r)z + D = 0  or   Ax + By + Cz + D = 0,  where  A = s-p,  B = t-q,  C = u-r   and   D = p(p-s) 
+ q(q-t) + r(r-u).   It can be readily shown that the global centroid is always on the positive side of the CP; 
hence, the percentage of protein atoms on the exterior side of the CP is readily calculated by setting Ax + By + 
Cz + D  ≤  0.   In Figure 1B, the behavior of the CP index (CPi; the % of protein atoms on the external side of 
the CP) is monitored as the LBS goes from very shallow to very deep (purple areas); the CPi increases from 0% 
to 100%. 
 
2.3  The Tangent Sphere Method.   The tangent sphere method (together with the cutting plane method) is 
illustrated in Figure 1A.  Knowing the coordinates of the LBS centroid (the local centroid, LC) and the protein 
molecular centroid (the global centroid), the equation of the tangent sphere can be readily determined since its 
center is at GC and its radius is the distance between LC and GC.  The percentage of protein atoms inside the TS 
may then be readily calculated by setting 2 2 2x y z r+ + ≤ , where r = distance between GC and LC.   As with 
the CP method, the TS method was done in three different ways, namely the ’sidechain submethod’; the  
‘residue submethod’; and the ’ligand submethod.’  And similarly, results from these three submethods were very 
similar to each other, implying again that the submethod used does not affect the results.   In Figure 1B, the 
behavior of the TS index (TSi; the % of protein atoms inside the TS) is monitored as the LBS goes from very 
shallow to very deep (green areas); the TSi decreases from 100% to 0%. 
 
2.4  The CM-CM Method.  This method is just an auxiliary method we tried to implement as an independent 
way to cross-check the TS and CP methods.  This method is simply the determination of the distance between 
the GC and the LC, in Angstroms, and is a value that is expected to be inversely proportional to the LBS depth, 
just like the TSi.  However, unlike CPi and TSi, this method does not take into consideration the percentage of 
protein atoms relative to the entire protein; hence this method is dependent upon the size of the protein, and is 
not reliable to use when the proteins being compared vary dramatically in sizes.  On the contrary, CPi and TSi 
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are directly comparable across proteins of widely varying sizes, since they are %’s of protein atoms relative to 
the whole.      
 
For thoroughness, we performed CPM and TSM in three slightly different ways depending on how the LC 
coordinates are calculated, namely: (1.) based on the coordinates of the atoms of the amino acid residues that 
contact the ligand; we designate this the ‘sidechain submethod’; (2.) based on the coordinates of all the atoms of 
the amino acid residues that contact the ligand; we designate this method as the residue submethod’: and (3.)  
based on the coordinates of the ligand itself, which we designate as the ‘ligand submethod’.   In all cases, results 
from these three submethods were very similar to each other, so essentially it may be concluded that the 
submethod used does not affect the results (data not shown).   
3   Results and Discussion 
3.1   Theoretical Case:   The Artificial Protein.    The behavior of the artificial protein under the CP and TS 
methods is illustrated in Figures 2, panels A, B and C.  Binding sites lie along the z-axis in 1 unit increments, 
and the opening of the LBS is at the top, at point (0,0,50) (Figure 2A). Starting from the upper left-hand corner 
and following the small red arrows, we go from the artificial protein with the shallowest LBS at (0,0,50), to the 
one with the deepest LBS at (0,0,-50).  Midway between these two extremes is the case where the LBS 
coincides with the protein molecular centroid (at (0,0,0).  In the first half of the graph, from the first to the 50th 
LBS, we note that TSi starts from 100% and decreases quickly then more slowly until it reaches a minimum at 
0% (Figure 2B, blue data points); meanwhile, CPi starts from 0% and increases to a maximum at 50% (Figure 
2B, pink data points).  The other half of the graph, that from 51st to 101th LBS, is a mirror image of the first 
half, from x=1 to x=50.  In this half, TSi increases from 0% to 100%, first slowly and then quickly (Figure 2B, 
blue data points), while CPi decreases from 50% to 0% (Figure 2B, pink data points). Note that in this case, the 
location of the LBS opening is known to be at (0,0,50).  In this case, we can define the “anterior half” and the 
“posterior half” of the protein.  Imagine the CP passing through the molecular centroid and cutting the protein in 
half; the half containing the LBS opening is the “anterior half” of the protein, whole the other half (not 
containing the LBS opening) is its “posterior half.”  
 
Had the location of the LBS opening not been known, or known but not taken into consideration, there would 
have been an ambiguity in the locations of the individual LBS’s as to whether they are in the anterior or 
posterior half of the protein.  In that case, the proteins with the shallowest to deepest LBS’s would have been 
determined based solely on their TS indices (largest to smallest) and CP indices (smallest to largest).  Thus the 
ambiguity between the anterior and posterior halves would have caused the right half of the plot in Figure 2B 
(corresponding to the posterior have) to merge with the left half (corresponding to the anterior half) and the plot 
would have been that on Figure 2C.  The TSM and CPM plots for the 67 test proteins (to be discussed shortly) 
in Figures 4A and 4B, respectively, correspond to this situation.     
 
3.2   Application to the Laskowski Protein Dataset.   In applying the CP, TS and CM-to-CM methods we set 
arbitrary limits for “shallow”, “medium” (intermediate depth) and “deep” LBS predictions.  For the CP method, 
they are:  (%’s refer to % of protein atoms on the external side of CP): 0.0%-10.0% for shallow; 10.1%-20.0% 
for medium; and 20.1%-42.0% for deep LBS’s (42% is a close upper bound for the results).  For the TS method,  
they are ((%’s refer to % of protein atoms inside the TS):   100.0%-40.1% for shallow; 40.0%-10.1% for 
medium; and 10.0%-0.0% for deep LBS’s.   For the CM-to-CM method, they are (Ǻ’s refer to the distance 
between the global centroid, GC, and the local centroid, LC): 38.0Ǻ - 15.1Ǻ for shallow; 15.0 Ǻ-10.1Ǻ for 
medium; and 10.0Ǻ -0.0Ǻ for deep LBS’s.   These were the best limit values as judged from the frequency 
distributions obtained, as discussed below. 
    
3.2.1   The Tangent Sphere Method as Applied to the Laskowski Dataset.   We first determined the 
frequency distribution of the prediction results (i.e., “shallow”, “intermediate” and “deep”) from the TS method, 
using the ligand, residue and sidechain submethods described earlier. From the distributions (Figure 3A.1, 3A.2 
and 3A.3, respectively), it may be concluded that the TS method has more resolving power at the lower bins 
(shallow LBS’s) than at the higher bins (deep LBS’s), indicating that it has higher specificity for shallow LBS’s 
than to deep LBS’s. 
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Figure 4A shows the results from the TS method from the 3 submethods: ligand (blue data points), residue (pink 
data points) and sidechain (yellow data points) submethods.  All show the same trend in going from shallow to 
deep LBS’s: decreasing rather quickly in the first half, then more slowly on the second half, almost plateauing 
near 0% towards the deepest LBS’s.  We note that this is very similar to the behavior of the artificial protein in 
Figure 2C (blue data points) and the first half of the plot in Figure 2B (blue data points). 
 
Let us go back to the concept of “anterior” and “posterior” halves of a protein.  These are both illustrated in the 
central object in Figure 1B.  In the case of the artificial protein, the researcher knows the exact location of the 
LBS in relative to the LBS opening, hence it is possible to accurately arrange the proteins from those that have 
shallowest LBS’s (in the anterior half) to those that have deepest LBS’s (in the posterior half).  In actual work as 
well in our application to the Laskowski dataset, however, the LBS opening is either unknown or known but not 
taken in consideration due to automation of the process.  Thus in these cases, it is not possible to differentiate 
the LBS’s lying in the anterior half from those that lie in the posterior half.  Thus there is such ambiguity in the 
case of the Laskowski test proteins (where the LBS opening may have been known, but not taken it into account 
because of automation).  
 
3.2.2   The Cutting Plane Method as Applied to the Laskowski Dataset.   As in the TS method, we 
determined the frequency distribution of the prediction results (i.e., “shallow”, “intermediate” and “deep”) using 
the ligand, residue and sidechain submethods described earlier.  From the distributions (Figure 3B.1, 3B.2 and 
3B.3, respectively), it may concluded that the CP method has more resolving power at the higher bins (deep 
LBS’s) than at the lower bins (shallow LBS’s), indicating that it has higher specificity for deep LBS’s than to 
shallow LBS’s.  This is opposite behavior to that of the TS method. 
 
Figure 4B shows the results from the CP method from the 3 submethods: ligand (blue data points), residue (pink 
data points) and sidechain (yellow data points) submethods.  All show the same trend in going from shallow to 
deep LBS’s: increasing rather slowly at first, then faster and almost linearly thereafter, towards the deeper 
LBS’s, and then stops at between 39% and 44% at the deepest LBS’s.  We note that this is very similar to the 
behavior of the artificial protein in Figure 2C (pink data points) and the first half of the plot in Figure 2B (pink 
data points).   
 
As was explained in the previous section, there is an ambiguity in the latter case. However, as can be seen from 
Figure 4A, the CP results do not reach 50 but stops between 39%, 40% and 44% for the sidechain, ligand and 
residue submethods, respectively.  This means that the LBS’s do not reach the depth of the protein molecular 
centroid.  Therefore it is reasonable to conclude that there are no LBS’s on the posterior half of the protein, i.e., 
all LBS’s are in the anterior half.  This must be so since it is quite improbable that no LBS’s are found on and 
around the global centroid while LBS’s on the posterior half exist.   As for the case of the TS method in Figure 
4B, we see that it does reach 0% near the deepest LBS’s (0.0%, 0.15% and 0.25% for the ligand, residue, and 
sidechain methods, respectively).  However, as was discussed earlier, the TS method has low resolving power 
for the deep LBS’s and in fact the curve plateaus near at 0% near the deepest LBS’s.  The TS method seems 
unable to differentiate between LBS depths when the TS reaches a radius of within 5 Å from the global centroid. 
This appears to validate our conclusion that there are probably no LBS’s on the posterior halves of the 67 test 
proteins.         
 
3.2.3  The CM-to-CM Method.   Figure 3C.1, 3C.2 and 3C.3 show the frequency distribution of the results 
from the CM-to-CM method, using the ligand submethod, residue submethod and sidechain submethod, 
respectively. Here, the horizontal axis is the distance in Angstroms between the local CM and the global CM 
(“CM-to-CM value”), going from shallowest LBS at 38 Å on the extreme left, to deepest LBS at 0 Å on the 
extreme right, partitioned into intervals of width 1.9 Å,  for a total number of intervals (“bins”) of 20.  The 
vertical axis is the number of LBS’s (out of the 184 total) with CM-to-CM values corresponding to each interval 
or bin along the x-axis.  For example, in the CM-to-CM method, ligand submethod, there is 1 LBS with a CM-
to-CM value between 38 Å and 36.1 Å (first bin), while there are no LBS’s with a CM-to-CM value between 1.9 
Å and 0% (last bin).  Note that the resolving power of the CM-to-CM method is highest on the first half of the 
plot (shallow LBS’s), dipping to a minimum about halfway through the second half, and then increases again 
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towards the end of the second half (very deep LBS’s), indicating that it has higher specificity for shallow to 
almost-shallow LBS’s and for very deep LBS’s.    
 
Figure 4C shows the results from the CM-to-CM method from the 3 submethods: ligand (blue data points), 
residue (pink data points) and sidechain (yellow data points) methods.  All show the same trend in going from 
shallow to deep LBS’s: decreasing rather quickly in the first quarter, then more slowly on the second and third 
quarters, then more slowly again and almost plateauing near 0% towards the deepest LBS’s.   That there are 
most probably no LBS’s on the posterior halves of the 67 test proteins is also supported by these CM-to-CM 
data since the LC to GC distance does not reach 0 Å (3.0 Å, 1.9 Å and 2.4 Å for the ligand, residue and 
sidechain submethods, respectively.) .  This implies, as in the CP method, that no LBS is close to the GC, hence 
there are probably no LBS’s in the posteriori half of the proteins.    
 
3.3   Summary of Final Results.   From the 67 Laskowski dataset of protein structures, there are a total of 184 
LBS’s since some of the proteins in the dataset have more than one ligand (from as low as none to as many as 
11; see Table 1 and  legend), as mentioned earlier.  The determination of the mutual intersections of the shallow, 
medium (intermediate depth) and deep predictions by the TSM, CPM and CM-CM method, using the 3 
submethods (ligand, residue and sidechain submethods), respectively, have been determined, and the results are 
shown and summarized  in the Venn Diagrams in Figure 5, panels A, B and C for the TSM, CPM and CM-CM 
methods, respectively, and similarly in Figure 6, panels A, B and C.  The overall results from the TSM, CPM 
and CM-CM are presented in combined form in Figure 7, Panel A while in Panel B, only the combined results 
from the TSM and CPM are presented (with the CM-CM results excluded).     
 
Specifically, Figure 5A, B and C show the first step in the analysis process, which is the pairwise determination 
of the intersections among the three submethods (ligand, residue and sidechain) in the TSM, CPM and CM-CM 
methods, respectively.  Meanwhile, Figure 6A, B and C show the second step in the process, which is the 
determination of the mutual 3-way intersections among the three submethods (ligand, residue and sidechain) in 
the TSM, CPM and CM-CM methods, respectively.  Figure 7 shows the final step in the analysis process. In 
Panel A,  the determination of the mutual three-way intersections among the TSM, CPM and CM-CM methods 
are shown.   In this case, 37 structures are common to the TS, CP and CM-to-CM shallow LBS predictions, 8 
are common to the medium LBS predictions, and finally 47 are common to the deep LBS predictions.  The 
identities of these 37 shallow, 8 medium and 47 deep LBS’s are shown in Table 2. Thus a total of 37+8+47 = 92 
LBS’s out of the 184 LBS’s, or 50%, were predicted identically by our three methods, TS, CP and CM-CM. 
Panel B is the same as Panel A except that the CM-CM results are excluded, as this method is disfavored 
relative to the TSM and CPM methods because it (the CM-CM method) is dependent on protein size, while the 
TSM and CPM are not.  In this case, 38 structures are common to the TSM and CPM shallow LBS predictions, 
11 are common to the medium LBS predictions, and finally 51 are common to the deep LBS predictions.  The 
identities of these 38 shallow, 11 medium and 51 deep LBS’s may be gleaned from Table 2. Thus a total of 
38+11+51 = 100 LBS’s out of the 184 LBS’s, or 54%, were predicted identically by the two methods about 
which this work is about, the TS and CP methods.   Note that an additional 1, 3 and 4 LBSs are included in the 
shallow, medium and deep predictions, respectively compared to the previous tabulation.  These additional 
LBSs represent the ones which were supposed to have been  incorrectly predicted by the CM-CM method due to 
its dependence on protein size.    
 
Finally in Table 3, panels A, B and C, we show the identities and the corresponding CPi and TSi values of the 
final predictions in Figure 7A and B.   Panel A show the deep predictions, panel B the medium predictions, and 
panel C the shallow predictions.   Note that the CPi’s of the LBSs in panels A, B and C decrease in  that order, 
while the TSi’s increase in the same order.  These results demonstrate the complementarity between these two 
LBS burial depth metrics.  To the best of our knowledge, prior to this study, no such (numerical) metrics existed 
for LBS burial depth.  Wirth these two new metrics (TSi and CPi), LBS burial depth in different proteins, 
regardless of size variations among them, may be compared.       
                                                
The results we obtained above are very similar to the results described by Laskowski et al.. (1996), wherein the 
ligand depths were determined by manual (visual) inspection.   Hence we conclude that the Cutting Plane (CP) 
and Tangent Sphere (TS) methods are quite effective and reliable methods of determining and quantifying  
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ligand or LBS burial in proteins, provided that the coordinates of the LBS (local site) and that of the entire 
protein molecule (global structure) are available.    
 
3.4  Advantages and Limitations of the Methods.   Prior to this study, there were no numerical measures of 
LBS burial available that do not depend in protein size, and hence no way to directly and objectively compare 
LBS depths in different proteins.  The CP and TS methods are two complementary methods that provide such a 
way.  The fact that the TS and CP indices are complementary does not mean that they are redundant in the sense 
that if one is known, the other may be precisely calculated; that is only true for a perfectly spherical protein, but 
real proteins are never perfectly spherical.  That being said, the CP and TS methods would work best if the test 
protein is roughly spherical, or globular, in shape.  If the protein has an overall concavity, or is otherwise 
irregular in shape, the method becomes less accurate.  Thus, we can expect the CP and TS methods to be less 
accurate for rod-shaped proteins, etc.  But since the majority of structurally solved proteins (about 80% of them) 
are globular (“spheroproteins”), it may be concluded that the CP and TS methods are generally applicable. The 
complementarity of the two methods (i.e., the CP index is directly proportional to LBS burial depth, while the 
TS index is inversely proportional to it) is an advantage of employing both methods in parallel since they cross-
validate each other. Although TSM and CPM were created out of a need for validating our own results from our 
prediction studies (Reyes, V.M., unpublished [a.], [b.] and [c.]),  it is generally applicable to any protein whose 
atomic coordinates, as well as those of the relevant local sites in it (i.e.,  LBSs), are known.   
 
4   Conclusions.   
 
We have developed a couple of complementary methods, as well as an auxiliary method, to quantify the depth 
of burial of a ligand or its binding site in a protein structure. These methods, called the “Cutting Plane,” the 
“Tangent Sphere” and the “Centroid-to-Centroid” methods, respectively, are all implemented as Fortran 77/90 
programs and are fast, efficient and amenable to high-throughput or big-batch applications.  We tested the 
methods on a set of 67 previously characterized structures containing a combined total of 184 LBS’s, as well as 
on an artificial protein consisting of a grid of points in the shape of a sphere, where LBS’s can be arbitrarily 
assigned anywhere on it.  Predictions on the LBSs by the three methods in the form of “shallow”, “medium’ 
(intermediate depth) and “deep” are in line with previous characterizations done by human visual inspection. 
The predictions are also independent of protein size, as they are relative to the size of the entire protein (based 
on percentages of portions of protein relative to the whole).  We believe that these methods may find useful 
applications in structural proteomics, especially protein dynamics, as ligand burial depth is indicative of the 
amount of conformational changes the protein undergoes in binding the ligand.  To the best of our knowledge, 
this work is the first attempt at the relative quantification of the depth of burial of ligand or ligand binding sites 
in proteins using cutting planes and tangent spheres as described in this work.    
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FIGURE LEGENDS: 
 
Figure 1, Panel A:   Definition and Illustration of the Cutting Plane and Tangent Sphere Methods  
Illustration of the Cutting Plane and Tangent Sphere Methods and how they complement each other. The brown 
circle represents a spherical protein, with a ligand binding site whose opening is at the top; the ligand is shown 
as a small red circle. The blue horizontal line is the cutting plane (CP), cutting the protein through its ligand 
binding site (LBS) centroid.  This centroid is different from the protein molecular centroid, shown at the center 
of the protein as a ©: the former is a local centroid, while the latter is a global centroid.  The tangent sphere (TS) 
is shown as a green circle tangent to the CP at the LBS centroid.  The exterior side of the CP is defined to be the 
side opposite the protein molecular centroid, white its interior side is that containing the protein molecular 
centroid. The volume of the protein lying on the CP exterior side is shown in purple, while the volume of the 
protein lying inside the TS, on the interior side of the CP, is shown in green.   
Panel B:   Illustration of the CP and TS  Methods on a Artificial Protein in the form of a Sphere.  To start 
with, the protein is shown with a shallow ligand binding site.  The CP (blue line) and TS (green circle) are 
shown as well, and the volume of the protein lying on the exterior of the CP and in the interior of the TS are 
shown in purple and green, respectively.   These volumes, expressed as percentages of the total protein volume, 
are also shown above (%CP) and below (%TS) the cutting plane, respectively; we designate them as the CP and 
TS indices,  respectively.  In the succeeding panels, the LBS is made deeper and deeper into the protein; the 
behavior of %CP and %TS follow two different trends and are discussed in the text and plotted in Figure 3. In  
both panels, the V-shaped concavity in the circle represents the LBS, but shown only for purposes of 
illustration.  In all our calculations, the receptor protein is conceptualized as a perfect sphere without any such 
concavity embodying the LBS.    
 
Figure 2:   Plots of CPM and TSM Results for the Theoretical Case  (“Artificial Protein”) 
Panel A:   The artificial protein is shown as a spherical grid of points with center at the origin and the LBS 
assumed to be at the “top” i.e., at its maximum point along the positive z-axis.  Plots of the CP and TS indices 
for this case where the LBS opening is precisely known is shown in Panel B.  Plots of the CP and TS indices for 
the case where the LBS opening is not known is shown in Panel C.      
Panel B:  %CP and %TS data from the artificial protein as LBS is made to vary from very shallow (near the 
surface), to shallow, to deep, to very deep (near the protein centroid), to deepest (near the other end of the 
protein opposite the LBS opening).  The %CP (pink data points) and the %TS (dark blue data points) were 
plotted against the LBS depth, with the shallowest on the far left and the deepest on the far right. LBS depth 
exactly midway between the shallowest and deepest depths corresponds to the situation where the LBS is at or 
very near the protein molecular centroid.  See text for a discussion of the %CP and %TS trends as LBS depth 
varies. 
Panel C:   This is what the plot in Panel A would look like if the LBS opening is unknown in the case of the 
artificial proteins. The right half of the plot will fold into the left half due to the resulting ambiguity between the 
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anterior and posterior halves of the proteins (see text).   This figure shows a basic difference between the 
artificial proteins and the 67 test proteins.  In the artificial proteins the location of the LBS opening is known, 
and there are LBS’s on both the anterior and posterior half of the protein.  In the test (real) proteins, the location 
of the LBS opening is not known, hence there is ambiguity between the anterior half and the posterior half of the 
proteins in terms of the location of the LBS’s.  However, data from the CP and CM-to-CM methods indicate that 
there are no LBS’s on the posterior half of the proteins; data from the TS method does not disagree with such 
conclusion.     
 
Figure 3:  Frequency Distribution Plots for CPM, TSM and CM-CM  Methods for the 67 Test Structures   
Panels A1, A2 and A3:   Frequency distribution of the classification results obtained from the Tangent Sphere 
method using the three submethods: ligand CM (Panel A1), residue CM (Panel A2), and side chain CM (Panel 
A3).  In the TS method, the LBS depth is measured in terms of the fraction of protein volume lying inside the 
tangent sphere, and the range of this parameter is (theoretically and experimentally) from 1% to 100% (see text).  
Each bin or interval on the horizontal axis is 5% in all 3 panels, giving rise to 20 bins.  The vertical axes 
measure the number of structures in each particular bin.  Note that TSM has higher resolving power for 
shallower LBSs than for deeper LBSs.    
Panels B1, B2 and B3:   Frequency distribution of the classification results obtained from the Cutting Plane 
method using the three submethods: ligand CM (Panel B1), residue CM (Panel B2), and side chain CM (Panel 
B3). In the CP method, the LBS depth is measured in terms of the fraction of protein volume on the external 
side of the cutting plane, and the range of this parameter is theoretically from 0% to 50%, but experimentally the 
upper bound only goes to 42% (see text). Each bin or interval on the horizontal axis is 2.1% in all 3 panels, 
giving rise to 20 bins.  The vertical axes measure the number of structures in each particular bin.  Note that CPM 
has higher resolving power for deeper LBSs than for shallower LBSs.    
Panels C1, C2 and C3:   Frequency distribution of the classification results obtained from the CM-CM method 
using the three submethods: ligand CM (Panel C1), residue CM (Panel C2), and side chain CM (Panel C3). In 
the CM-to-CM method, the LBS depth is measured in terms of the distance between the local and the global 
centroids (LBS and protein CM’s, respectively), and the range of this parameter is from 0 Ǻ (local and global 
CM’s coincide), and there is no theoretical upper bound, but in this data set, the upper bound is 38 Ǻ (see  text). 
Each bin or interval on the horizontal axis is 1.9 Ǻ  in all 3 panels,  giving rise to 20 bins.  The vertical axes 
measure the number of structures in each particular bin.  Note that the maximal resolving power of the CM-CM 
method is intermediate to those of the TS and CP methods.    
 
Figure 4:   Plots of CPM and TSM Results for the 67 Test Structures 
Panel A:   Results of LBS depth quantification using the CP method done using the 3 submethods, ligand CM 
(black), residue CM (pink) and side chain CM (yellow).  LBS depth is directly proportional to % protein atoms 
on the external side of the CP, with a lower bound of  0%, and an upper bound of about 42%.  Along the 
horizontal axis are the 184 protein-ligand pairs from the Laskowski dataset arranged from those with lowest CP 
index (leftmost) to those with highest CP index (rightmost).     
Panel B:  Results of LBS depth quantification using the TS method done using the 3 submethods, ligand CM 
(black), residue CM (pink) and side chain CM (yellow).  LBS depth is inversely proportional to % protein atoms 
lying inside the TS, with a lower bound of about x%, and an upper bound of about 42%.  Along the horizontal 
axis are the 184 protein-ligand pairs from the Laskowski dataset arranged from those with highest TS index 
(leftmost) to those with lowest TS index (rightmost).     
Panel C:  Results of LBS depth quantification using the CM-CM method done using the 3 submethods, ligand 
CM (black), residue CM (pink) and side chain CM (yellow).  LBS depth is inversely proportional to the distance 
between the global and the local centroids, and in this data set, this parameter has a lower bound of about 2 Ǻ 
and an upper bound of about 38 Ǻ.  Along the horizontal axis are the 184 protein-ligand pairs from the 
Laskowski dataset arranged from those with largest CM-CM distance (leftmost) to those with smallest CM-CM 
distance (rightmost).     
 
Figure 5A,B,C:  Summary Two-Way Venn Diagrams.   Nine Venn Diagrams showing pairwise intersections 
of the results from the ligand, residue and side chain submethods for those structures classified as “deep”, 
“medium (intermediate depth), and “shallow.” Data in panel A are from the TS method, those in panel B from 
the CP method, and those in panel C from the CM-CM method.  
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Figure 6A,B,C:  Summary Three-Way Venn Diagrams.  Three Venn Diagrams showing the mutual (three-
way) intersections of the results from the ligand, residue and side chain submethods for those structures 
classified as “deep”, “medium”, and “shallow”.  Data were derived from those in Figure 5, panels A, B and C.  
The entries in the center of each Venn Diagram are the 3-way intersections among the three submethods (ligand, 
residue and side chain).  Data in panel A are from the TS method, those in panel B from the CP method, and 
those in panel C from the CM-CM method. 
 
Figure 7, Panel A: Venn Diagrams Illustrating Commonalities of Prediction by the CP, TS and CM-CM 
Methods.   The final results from the TS, CP and CM-CM methods of determining LBS burial depth is shown.   
The top Venn Diagram shows the intersections of the “shallow” predictions by these three methods, and we see 
that 37 are common among them.   The lower left Venn Diagram shows the intersections of the “medium” (i.e., 
intermediate LBS depth) predictions of these three methods, and we see that 8 are common among them.  The 
lower right Venn Diagram shows the intersections of the “deep” predictions of these three methods, and we see 
that 47 are common among them.   In all 92 cases (=37+8+47), the predictions were identical with those of 
Laskowski et al. (1996), whose assessments were derived by inspection (visual).   
Panel B:   If the CM-CM results are not considered, we arrive at the Venn Diagram shown here. The common 
intersection will then be 100 (=38+11+51) instead of 92.  The CM-CM method is oftentimes best left out 
because it is dependent on protein size, since it measures absolute distances in Angstroms instead of percentages 
of  atoms in the protein (relative to that in the entire molecule) as the TS and CP indices do.  
 
 
 
TABLE LEGENDS: 
 
Table 1:  Tabulation of the 67 Test Structures from the Laskowski Dataset.  Many of the 67 structures 
(column 1) have more than one bound ligand; each was broken down into 1:1 protein-ligand pairs. For example, 
consider a structure that has a single protein chain P, with 3 bound ligand molecules, A, B and C.  This structure 
is broken down into P-A, P-B and P-C, and the 1:1 protein-ligand pairs are designated 1, 2 and 3. If a structure 
contains a single ligand, the protein-ligand pair is designated  “0”. These are the entries in the third column of 
the table.  Broken down in this way, the 67 structures in the Laskowski data set gave rise to 184 protein-ligand 
pairs.  The second column of the table are the short-hand designations of the 67 structures.  For example, 
“Bl.lig4” would refer to structure with PDB ID “1ELA” and its ligand “ACY” in chain B, residue number 300; 
“Bl.lbs4” would mean the same, except that the ligand binding site, not the ligand, is the entity on question.     
 
Table 2:  LBS’s  Judged “Shallow”, Medium depth”, and “Deep” by the Three Methods.  These are the 
identities of the 1:1 protein-ligand pairs classified as “shallow”, “medium”, and “deep” by the 3 methods as 
shown in the center of each Venn Diagrams in Figure 6, panels A B and C, respectively.  The first 3 columns 
show the results from the TS method, the next three from the CP method, and the last three from the CM-CM 
method.  Each column is the mutual (three-way) intersection of the ligand, residue and side chain submethods 
for each pertinent classification (deep, medium and shallow) and method (TS, CP and CM-CM).    
 
Table 3A,B,C:   TS and CP Indices of Common Predictions.  The TS indices (first 4 columns), CP indices 
(next 4 columns) and CM-to-CM distances (last 4 columns) of the Laskowski structures classified as “deep” 
(panel A), “medium” (panel B), and “shallow” (panel C).  In each panel, the three  indices from the three 
submethods (ligand, “lig”; residue, “res”; side chain, “sdc”; average, “ave”) are shown in black, and their 
averages are shown in red. The numbers in blue (8 in all) in the average column of the CM-CM section are the 
ones that become excluded if the CM-CM method is not considered (see Figure 7A,B), for reasons discussed 
previously.  These indices (the TS and CP indices, in particular.) are precisely the quantitative measures of LBS 
burial that are referred to in the text.  Prior to this study, there were no such numerical measures of LBS burial 
available, and hence no way to directly and objectively compare LBS depths in different proteins.  
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